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Abstract. As we all known, information security has become an important affecting factor about 
the development of information technology. Toefficiently ensure the information security, it is 
necessary to take regular evaluation for the security situation of information system. However, the 
basis work of evaluation index system is less scientific and measurable. According to the essential 
demand of information system security level protection (ISSLP) and the present information 
security status of the company system, in this paper, firstly, the evaluation index system of ISSLP is 
systematically constructed andindividual evaluation indexes are objectivelyclarified. Then, by 
analytic hierarchy process and subjective estimate method, the weight of these indexes is 
determined. Finally, the calculation method, which is able to reflect information security situation 
and the weakest security link of system, is expounded to quantify individual evaluation and 
comprehensive evaluation. What is more, the experimental result on real data shows that our 
method is performance more nice, which can provide a new thought in the aspect of information 
security evaluation work. 

1. Introduction 
The information security products which are the core part of an information system can influence 

the security of entire system. Especially after 2013, a lot of scandal on information security is 
exposed by media. People begin to pay more attention on the information security of a product, 
particularly information system over level three [1]. As informational level of our country increased, 
the evaluation of information system becomes the foundation and method to protect the security of 
technique and management [2]. The evaluation result can reflect the security level of the 
information system. But the evaluation result now are usually provide by manual method and are 
easily affected by artificial factors. Quantitative analysis for evaluation [3] has gained great 
attentions for several decades. Thus there is necessary of quantifying evaluation system of 
information security. In this article we will introduce our work on the development of evaluation 
system. First, based on baseline for classified protection of information system security [4] we build 
up evaluation index for information system, to make it convenient for people who do the evaluation 
work to consider the security level based on comprehensive indexes and release their work on the 
relationship of each level. Second, based on the system, we used analytic hierarchy process and 
make sure weight of each index. At last, we separate the index into details, and quantify each index 
detail, decrease the influence of artificial factors, thus set a solid foundation for the future work.  

2 Information security evaluation index system  
According to the baseline for classified protection of information system security [4] and the 

AHP method [5,6], we build up the frame of the information security evaluation index system from 
two aspects: technology requirements and management requirements. For example, the system is 
divided into five levels from the top to the bottom as Figure 1 shows. By using the five different 
levels, we can gather all the analyzing results of each level into a whole to measure the entire level 
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of security of this system [7]. Also we can measure the entire system to find out each weakness of 
the system we are analyzing and get the suggestion of improving the security of this system. 

 
Fig1Information Security quantitative evaluation index system modal 

3 Information security testing evaluation and calculation process  
Finding the evaluation indexes is the core of building up the evaluation system. To support the 

comparability and comparability, each index contains 2 properties: index weight and standard 
compliance [8,9].  
3.1 Information security evaluation index weight  

Index weight reflects the importance of each index in the entire evaluation system. For the 
convenience of provide references to the evaluation system, we use hierarchical analyzing method 
to confirm the weight of each index. We get the Table1.The index used in this system will adjust as 
the development of theory and technology of information security.  
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Tab.1Information Security Evaluationquantitative evaluation indicator weight 

The second 
layerIndex Weight The third 

layerIndex Weight The fourth 
layerIndex 

Weight
rW  

Standard 
compliance

rη  

Technical 
requirements 0.48 

Physical 
security 0.09 

Physical 
location of 
choice 

0.0051 
 87 

…… …… …… 

Network 
security 0.14 

Structural 
safety 0.0217 

 58 
…… …… …… 

Host security 0.13 
Identification 0.0224  79 
…… …… …… 

Application 
security 0.11 

Identification 0.0206  60 
…… …… …… 

Data security 
and backup 
and recovery 

0.04 
Data integrity 0.0123  73 

…… …… …… 

Management 
requirements 0.52 

Safety 
management 
system 

0.09 
Management 
system 0.0157 

 78 
…… …… …… 

Security 
management 
institutions 

0.05 
Post setting 0.0266  68 

…… …… …… 
Personnel 
security 
management 

0.06 
Hiring 0.0303  70 

…… …… …… 
System 
construction 
management  

0.12 
Grading system 0.0053  93 

…… …… …… 
System 
operation 
and 
maintenance 
management 

0.18 

Environmental 
management 0.0045 

 84 

…… …… 
…… 

In the table1,the fourth layer index which are as follows is just the one of the fourth layer index 
under the third layer index .We did not enumerate all of the fourth layer index because of the article 
length. 
3.2 Calculation for information security evaluation measurements  
3.2.1 Calculation of standard compliance.  

1 Quantitative calculation method of standard compliance 
Standard compliance [10] aims at explaining the specific evaluation requirements of each 

indexes, and it is also uses to describe the specific magnitude which is extracted from information 
security in the quantitative index. In other words, Standard compliance is a measurement of system 
implementation, When calculating the standard index degree of a the fourth layer, if all of the fifth 
layer index are satisfying the standard requirements, then the fourth layer index standard 
compliance should be 100%. 

In calculation of the standard compliance[10], we can simply make an assumption that the index 
A  of the fourth layer are composed of ( 1, 2, , )i iθ κ= … , where κ  denotes the number of index in 
the fifth layer, then we get that the standards  compliance value of iθ  is jλ ,and the largest value 

of its standards  compliance is 1
κ

(that is to say the largest standards  compliance value of A is 
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1 1κ
κ

× = ), based on this objective basis, it is reasonable to suppose the value of formula (1): 

1 ,     satisify   the   standard   requirements

1 ,   partily   satisify   the   standard   requirements
2
0,       otherwise

j

κ

λ
κ




=  ×



 (1) 

Therefore, the standard composition degree of the indicator A in line with the formula (2): 

1
100r j

i

κ

η λ
=

= ×∑  (2) 

According to practical experience and the requirement of evaluation, this paper will calculate the 
fifth layer standard compliance data, which is obtained in accordance with the degree of compliance 
with the "information system security level of protection of basic requirements" into " meet ", 
"basic meet ", "generally meet", "basically does not meet "," does not meet ", according to practical 
experience, the degree of discrimination on the basis of its assignment as shown in Table 2. 

2 The graphic representation of Standards Compliance 
According to the method of the degree of standard compliance which are the formula (1) and the 

formula (2), we simply use an entire circle represents the overall system, or some level of safety 
standards in line with the overall circular area of 1, that is, the circle is complete when the cover 
represents a standard part of the analysis of 100% compliance, therefore, the radius of the circle is 

1=r
π

, If the index A of the fourth layer are composed of ( 1, 2, , )i iθ κ= … , where k denotes the 

number of index in the fifth layer, then in graphics the whole circle is divided into κ sectors of 
equal area, and the value of sector radius which the standard  compliance of iθ contributes to the 
standard  compliance of A  is 

i
rφ .Then according to the formula (1),we get the formula (3) as 

follow. 
 

Table 2 the degree of discrimination on the basis of its assignment 
The Fifth floor index on the basis of its assignment The degree 

jλ  
It does not exist non-conformance term, or 

non-conformance term faces very low risk in this system; 
meet 1

κ
 

It exists non-conformance term, and non-conformance 
term faces lower risk in this system; 

basically meet 1 1
1.5 jλκ κ

≤ <
×

 

It exists non-conformance term, and non-conformance 
term faces low risk in this system; 

Generally meet 1 1
2 1.5jλκ κ

≤ <
× ×

 

It exists non-conformance term, and non-conformance 
term faces high risk in this system; 

Basically does not 
meet 

1 1
2.5 2jλκ κ

≤ <
× ×

 

It exists non-conformance term, and non-conformance 
term faces very high risk in this system; 

Does not meet 0 

1 ,satisify   the   standard   requirements

1 ,partily   satisify   the   standard   requirements=
2

0,otherwise

i
rφ

κ π

κ π


 ×

 × ×




 (3) 

Therefore, according to formula (3), you can use the specific standard compliance assessment 
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control point, draw standard compliance degree of sector standards iθ directly. The area of the 
fan-shaped can reflect the safety standards in line with the situation of iθ .And we use totally κ  
standard  compliance iθ combined into a sector that is reflected in the status of compliance with 
safety standard of A , the sum of area of all sectors is the standard  compliance iθ ,  then we can 
find out the worst part of the degree of  compliance of all the standard components A  from the 
drawing. 
3.2.2 Approach of Comprehensive index calculation 

Comprehensive evaluation is to describe and evaluate the information system which is a 
comprehensive evaluation index information security overall situation during the evaluation, It can 
reflect the current information system safety. We can use the formula (1) which will give a 
comprehensive evaluation method to calculate the evaluation information security evaluation level 
index. And the index is the objective reflection on the current level of information security. 

1
r r

r
V W

χ

η
=

= ×∑  (4) 

V denotes the information security level index, rη  describes the quantized value index of the 
fourth layer for item r , rW denotes the valuation weight value index of the fourth layer for 
item r which is shown in table 2, χ denotes the number of index of the fourth layer. Correspondence 
between the level of information security and compliance level of the index are shown in table 3. 

Tab.3Correspondence between thelevel of information security and compliance level of the index 
V  The degree Recognition results 

90V ≥  meet The information security level of the information 
system which is measured is much high. 

80 <90V≤  basically meet The information security level of the information 
system which is measured is high. 

70 <80V≤  Generally 
meet 

The information security level of the information 
system which is measured is c. 

60 <70V≤  Basically does 
not meet 

The information security level of the information 
system which is measured is low. 

<60V  Does not meet The information security level of the information 
system which is measured is   much low. 

4 Experiment  
We take an assessment of the information system as an example, and analysis the assessment of 

structural safety which belongs to network security by experiment. 
Using table 2 as the judgment basis of standards Compliance, We get the Table4.Then,according 

to the Table4,we get that the score of Structural safety is 58 by the formula (1) and the formula 
(2).And what’s more, by the formula (3), we also get the figure 2 which directly understand that 
number 6 is the weakest security link of structural safety . 

Using the analysis and calculating process of the standard  compliance which belong to 
Structural safety as a case, we get the standard compliance of the fourth layer evaluation index by 
calculating the whole system index as shown in Table1.Then,According to table 1,we get rη and 

rW .Finally, applying the formula ( 4 ),we get the value ofV : 
V =0.0051×87+0.0217×58+0.0224×79+……+0.0053×93+0.0045×84=78.3047 
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Table 4 Quantitative method of information security evaluation index weight 
number The third layer 

Index 
The Fourth layer 

Index 
The Fifth layer Index 

jλ  

1 Network 
security 

Structural safety It should ensure that the business processing 
capabilities of major network equipment 

have so redundant space to meet the need of 
the business peak; 

1/7 
 

2 Network 
security 

Structural safety It should ensure that the various parts of the 
network bandwidth to meet the need of the 

business peak; 

1/8 

3 Network 
security 

Structural safety It should establish routing control and a 
secure access between the terminal and the 

service server of business; 

1/10 

4 Network 
security 

Structural safety It should draw the network topology which is 
consistent with the current operation. 

1/12 

5 Network 
security 

Structural safety Based on the factors ofvarious departments, 
for example,job functions,the importance,the 

import degree of information and soon. It 
should divide into different subnets or 

network segments, then, according to the 
principles to convenient management and 
control, it allocates the addresssection to 

various subnets andnetwork segment. 

1/14 

6 Network 
security 

Structural safety It should avoid that the important network 
segments are deployed at the network 
boundary and directly connected to an 

external information system. It should take 
reliable technical isolation means between 
important segments and other segments; 

0 

7 Network 
security 

Structural safety According to the order of importance of 
business services, it specifies bandwidth 

allocation priority toensure that firstly protect 
important host when congestion occurs on 

the network. 

1/17 

 
Fig2.the standard compliance of Structural safety 

According to table 3, the value ofV is between 70 and 80.It is so obvious that the information 
security level of the information system which is measured is medium, and the system basically 
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meet the requirements of essential demand of information system security level protection. 

5 Conclusion  
In this paper, according to the requirements of essential demand of information system security 

level protection and the present status of the company system of information security, we first 
construct the evaluation index system of information security level protection and clarify individual 
evaluation index. Then, the weight of index in the System is determined by analytic hierarchy 
process and subjective estimate method. Finally, the calculation method to quantify individual 
evaluation and comprehensive evaluation, which directly reflect the weakest security link of system, 
is expounded .The experimental result on real data shows that the integrated evaluation results are 
got more precise. It makes the evaluation staff more targeted to the information system testing, and 
provides a new thought for the information security evaluation work. 
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